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About This Game

GAMEPLAY

Omega Pattern is a Visual Novel which offers a variable multiple-choice decision system. This means that both the number of
decision points and the number of choices or options that you will find in those decision points may vary according to your

previous decisions during the game.

SYNOPSIS

The world where the Omega Pattern story happens is seemingly normal, similar to the one we live in. However, genetics and
fate mean that a few individuals are born with a kind of Pattern or special brain signal which lets them develop unique and

varied psychic skills that are determined by their life experiences, which form their behavior and character.

From the shadows, an organization known as Bioagora controls the world according to its own interests thanks to the power and
influences that they get, in part, from their Agents. These Agents are people who own the Pattern and have been coerced,
bought, forced and even captured against their will to be brainwashed and indoctrinated, so they can faithfully serve the

Bioagora.

Shaiel� (21 years old), a man who possesses the Pattern, has found himself forced to live in secrecy in order to avoid falling
into the hands of the Bioagora. However, as time passes, it gets more difficult to escape from a power which is increasing

exponentially. Seeking for allies has become a unavoidable, and it seems that the only alternative available are the Celtas; a
small and poorly organized group with unorthodox methods, whose plan to face the Agents and restoring an order different to
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the Bioagora’s seems near impossible.

As the rest of the population stay impassive in a gray world, Shaiel will have Shaiel to play his cards right and find out the truth
hidden by the Bioagora, the Celtas and himself.

FEATURES

Become the Main Character: Decide what to do in the most relevant moments of Shaiel’s past. This will determine his
current personality and therefore his psychic abilities and the decisions that you will be able to take in the future.

3 Story Lines: Access to 3 significantly different story lines, which means that you will have a high replay experience
where you will find suspense, action, drama, comedy, horror and romance.

+6 Hours: The variable multiple-choice decision system that we have implemented for the first part of the visual novel
can grant you up to 6 hours of gameplay or more.

Mobile Optimized: You will enjoy the same experience both in the Desktop (PC and Mac), Mobile and iPad versions.

 Full HD: 2048×1536 resolution for iPad users and 1920×1080 for Desktop and Mobile users.

Manga Anime Style: 100% original illustrated material.

Original Sound Track: An OST that creates the perfect atmosphere in every situation.

KEYBOARD AND MOUSE CONTROL

Skip Toggle: S.

Skip Unread: Ctrl.

Cancel/Back/In-game Menu: Escape/Right Click.

Confirm: Enter/Space/Left Click.

Up/Down/Left/Right on Menus: Arrows.

PROJECT

This is the first part of the Omega Pattern Visual Novel. To know more about the project, visit the Blog and FAQ section of the
Omega Pattern website and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Title: OMEGA PATTERN - VISUAL NOVEL
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Borokai Studio
Publisher:
Borokai Studio
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Pentium 4 2.1GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please, try the free demo before purchasing. Thanks.

English
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This game was a trip to play through. It starts off with the main character being a 10 year old boy sold into servantry and
assigned to a mystic girl who can essentially change fate, in exchange for having an eyes that kill whoever look into them. I
won't go into too much detail, but the story is absolutely wonderful and kept me playing for hours on end.

Positives:

+Wonderful and charming story. I cannot stress this enough. It's very touching and will definitely suck you in.
+Likeable characters. This particular point is divided amongst other players, the argument being that the main character is an
arrogant jerk, but I personally think it adds to his character and assists in pushing the story forward. Besides, he's only 10.
+Fantastic art and suitable soundtrack that really set the tone of whichever scene is playing. The art is really good.
+4 total endings, with each acccessible via a respective critical choice scene. I really think that being able to select an ending by
a single choice really helps drive the story through. Besides, for a VN with great storytelling like this, you'd definitely want to
experience all the endings one after another, so the lack of intricate routes and choices does help out here. This brings me to my
next point.
+Handy scene jump feature. After getting an ending, the game allows you to jump to any of the critical choice scenes, further
allowing you to experience the endings quicker without having to make multiple save files. Why don't more VNs do this?

Negatives:

-A few typos/weird grammatical choices. While fast readers probably wouldn't notice these, slower readers will.
-No other negatives!

Overall, definitely get this game, whether you've read VNs before or if you're wanting to try the genre out for the first time. I
backed this on Kickstarter 2 years ago but have only just now gotten to it. Oh man, do I regret leaving this game shelved for so
long!. Pricey, but man you could spend hours playing this game.. I just bought Sublime Wrong Way this morning and everytime
I try to start playing this one it freezes RS completely and I have to close the program and start again only to freeze again when I
try to start playing this. Sucks I just paid 2.99 for the song and cant play it.. Trimmer Tycoon is a free-to-play game based off
shaving. I like this game, but it has many flaws. First off, trimming. You get two tools to trim a person's beard. A razor and a
pair a scissors. The razor has a large range, so I see the customers wishes and do part of it only to see almost all of the beard is
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gone. This is also because of the image it the bubble above the customers head is not clear how many pixels (beard blocks) are
in the wish. This means I often do a part of a beard 2x bigger than it needed to be, leaving no room for the rest of the beard. The
scissors are more precise, but it takes too long to trim to reach your goal. Ideally, you want to shave then trim with the scissors.
However, doing this takes much more time than it needs to resulting in losing customers. Next problem, rent. I know people say
"buying furniture helps alot" but there is not enough money to get an apartment (even with furniture) due to the ratio of succsess
to failures. If I am wrong about something here, please feel free to correct me.. doesnt work, dont buy
At first it worked perfectly, fit my screen normally and ran at 30FPS, but then the next time i played it it didnt fit my screen, i
couldnt fix it and would only run at 1-2 FPS. I dont know if i messed up some settings but i dont think i changed anything. (this
could be my fault completey though). WOW. I am really impressed with the developers. This game is really good. Its hard but
doable. Mind bending gaming experience. I would recommend this game to everyone. But beware, this game is not for faint
heart.. A fun immersive puzzle game.

Like a physical movement puzzle, the puzzle in this are all based on the same system. In this game its rotating a cube and letting
gravity define your movement.

It slowy introduces you to new mechanisms for the puzzle, so it is easy to learn as you go.

I have a few issues of trying to move forward to rotate the room and wanting to watch the blocks fall by turning my head... but
forward on the dpad causes you to move the way you are looking. I have to get used to moving sideways I guess.
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Brought back childhood memories of me torturing worms

10/10. A great game with some bugs... FFUUCCKK DA ALIENS I GOT MISSILES AND LASERS (LATER) Well... Shiittt.
Least we have gatling lasers! :D. i got this game on clearnce at walmart in a pack or 3 game this professional farming sim and
trainz for 2 dollars thank god i did i wouldnt pay full price for this pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ go buy faming simulator 2015 by giants its
has logging. One of my favorite RTS games from the Windows XP era, unfortunatley no one has ever heard of it. One of my
favorite aspects is that there is a set of 5 religeous paths (3 distinct paths and 2 hybrids) that shape the course of the campaign
based on the decisions that you make in game. The path that you follow also determines which specialty units and buildings you
can build and each path has various advantages over the others. The AI players each also belong to a particular religeous group,
adding new dynamics to each encounter.

Great game, runs perfectly on Windows 7 x64, and supports 1920x1080 out of the box. . nice game , it deserves a try !
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